We demonstrated the separation of the component spatial patterns of chemical samples in transillumination terahertz ͑THz͒ images using known spectral curves. The images and spectral data were measured between 1.3 and 1.8 THz, using a widely tunable coherent THz-wave parametric oscillator source. This method could be effective for analyzing spatial patterns and the concentrations of components with various chemical compositions.
We demonstrated the separation of the component spatial patterns of chemical samples in transillumination terahertz ͑THz͒ images using known spectral curves. The images and spectral data were measured between 1.3 and 1.8 THz, using a widely tunable coherent THz-wave parametric oscillator source. This method could be effective for analyzing spatial patterns and the concentrations of components with various chemical compositions. Recently, terahertz ͑THz͒ imaging has been demonstrated using various techniques, including transillumination mode, 1,2 reflection tomography, 2,3 near-field imaging, 4 darkfield imaging, 5 and computed tomography. 6 These methods are very attractive for many practical applications, such as inspecting packaging, quality control, analyzing chemical composition, and biomedical diagnosis. The advantages of THz imaging are that THz-wave radiation is nonionizing and safe, the observed image has submillimeter-scale resolution, and many materials are relatively transparent to THz waves, including paper, plastics, cardboard, and dehydrated biological tissues.
Specially, these advantages could be successful in nondestructive inspection of chemicals, such as illegal drugs and bioterrorism substances in mail and packages. In many cases, chemicals consist of components with various concentrations. When a target that contains various components is imaged using THz waves, a transillumination image shows the sum of the absorption in each component, and differences between components cannot be distinguished clearly. In practical applications, therefore, we need to analyze not only the existence of a target, but also to quantitatively estimate its components.
In this letter, we demonstrate the separation of the component patterns of chemical samples in multispectral THz images using principal component analysis. The spatial patterns of two components were obtained from six transillumination THz spectroscopic images, using the spectral curves of previously measured components. The differences in the concentrations of the samples were also described in the separated THz images.
Our transillumination THz imaging system uses a widely tunable coherent THz-wave parametric oscillator ͑TPO͒ 7 that consists of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser ͑LOTIS LS-2136, 1064 nm͒ and a parametric oscillator, as shown in Fig. 1 . The MgO:LiNbO 3 crystal used in the experiment was cut from a 4ϫ66ϫ5-mm 3 wafer (thicknessϫxϫy). The pump beam was passed through the crystal close to the y-surface, to minimize the travel distance of the THz wave inside the crystal. The idler beam ͑ϳ1070 nm͒ was amplified in an oscillator consisting of flat mirrors with a half-area HR coating. An array of six Si-prism couplers was placed on the y-surface of the crystal to couple out the THz wave efficiently. The beam diameter, pulse width, and repetition of the laser were 1.5 mm, 25 ns, and 50 Hz, respectively. When the excitation intensity was 30 mJ/pulse, the intensity of the THz wave was about 30 pJ/pulse ͑3 mW at the peak͒. The frequency of the THz wave was tuned over a wide range by rotating stagemounted mirrors and the crystal. The THz wave was focused onto a sample by a plastic lens with a focal length of 50 mm. The full width at half-maximum of the beam diameter of the THz wave was about 0.5 mm. A room-temperature operated pyroelectric detector Deuterium triglycine sulfate ͑DTGS͒ detected the THz wave passing through the sample, and the output electrical signal was then fed to a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in time constant was set to 100 ms. The output signal of the lock-in amplifier was stored in a personal com- In the experiment, the imaging targets were pellets made from polyethylene powder ͑Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee, WI͒ mixed with 5-aspirin or palatinose. All the samples were made with a pellet maker at room temperature. The pressure used was about 2000 kg/cm 2 for our 1.0-mm pellets. A vacuum of 0.5ϫ10 Ϫ3 Torr was used. The diameter and weight of a pellet were 13 mm and 0.2 g, respectively. First, we measured the spectral data of separate samples of 50% 5-aspirin and palatinose using the TPO, as shown in Fig. 2 . These chemical samples have different spectral curves in the range between 1.0 and 2.0 THz. Next, we measured six THz images by tuning from 1.3 to 1.8 THz in 0.1-THz steps. Palatinose and 5-aspirin were prepared in three ͑50%, 40%, and 20%͒ and two ͑50% and 20%͒ concentrations, respectively, and fixed on a thin plastic plate. The sample was scanned at a translation speed of 2.0 mm/s in the horizontal direction with a 0.5-mm step in the vertical direction. The scanning area was 50ϫ35 mm ͑horizontalϫvertical͒, which corresponded to 100ϫ70 pixels. A THz image at 1.5 THz is displayed in Fig. 3 . The scale of the image is the logarithm of the observed image intensity divided by the illumination intensity of the THz wave. As THz waves are attenuated mainly by absorption, the THz image shows absorbance that is proportional to the concentration and the thickness of the chemical samples. Therefore, the image F(x,y, f ) observed at f THz can be expressed as a linear combination of absorbance spectra S( f ) and spatial pattern P(x,y):
where N and M are the numbers of THz waves and components, respectively. Further, these simultaneous equations can be rewritten by the following linear matrix equation:
where ͓F͔ is a matrix of the observed images whose row vectors represent the image at each THz wave with lexicographically arranged pixels, the matrix ͓S͔ represents the spectral data set of M components, and ͓ P͔ is a matrix composed of M component spatial patterns as its row vectors. When this matrix equation is solved for the case of NϾM using a least-squares method, matrix ͓ P͔ can be described by
where t denotes transpose. Using Eq. ͑3͒, the component spatial patterns are deduced, as shown in Fig. 4 . Here, matrix ͓S͔ corresponds to the spectra in Fig. 2 . The component patterns are clearly separated and the difference in concentration is described in each image. If we see the THz image ͑Fig. 3͒ without knowledge of preparations of pellets, we cannot estimate whether a pellet is pure or a mixture. By the use of component analysis, we first know pure samples and the difference in components. To estimate the concentrations of the samples in the separated THz images, we set a region of interest ͑ROI͒ in each of the component patterns. The ROI was a circle with a diameter of 22 pixels, which is close to the size of a pellet. As the spectral curves of both palatinose and 5-aspirin were observed using 50% concentrations, the component patterns were multiplied by 50%. 8 or entropy minimization, 9 would be very effective. Ring-shaped artifacts appear near the 5-aspirin in Fig.  4͑a͒ and palatinose in Fig. 4͑b͒ . These are caused by the differences in the spot size of the THz wave at each frequency. To reduce the influence of spot size, we could apply deconvolution algorithms to the THz images. 10 In most applications, the component analysis would be used to measure a mixture. The spectrum of a mixture is in many cases given by the addition individual component spectra and varies with the concentration ratio of the components. As this relation is satisfied with Eq. ͑1͒, the component analysis could be also effective for mixtures or overlapped materials. By improving the accuracies of measurement and calculation, this method could be used to precisely estimate the contents of chemical samples.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the separation of component spatial patterns using a widely tunable coherent TPO imaging system. When the spectral responses of targets are measured previously, both patterns and concentrations in the target can be extracted from multispectral THz images. Specifically, we foresee the application of this method to the nondestructive inspection of mail and packaging, and to pharmaceutical inspections.
